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in dense clumps, six deep, pikemen interspersed with musketeers,
the regiments of the second line covering off and closing up the
intervals between those of the ^first line; the cavalry, also in
two lines of regiments, each regiment in line three deep, on the
wings of the infantry. The heavier guns unlirnber and come
into position in the intervals between the regiments of infantry,
while the lighter guns, two of which are attached to each of
these regiments, are also brought forward ; the round shot and
barrels of powder are placed behind the guns, and the crews
prepare for action. About a hundred yards in front of the
centre of the army is stationed the " forlorn " of musketeers
which we saw leading the march. Behind hedges and ditches,
and in among the copses and broken ground on the flanks of
the line, lurk the companies of dragoons who have dismounted
for action and sent their horses and horseholders to the rear.
Well behind the centre of the line the trains and baggage -
wagons are filing slowly and laboriously into the shelter of a
large farm and its enclosures.
All this arraying and ordering of the line takes up much
time, for there being no intermediate echelon of command
between Army Headquarters and the regiments, all details of
interval, distances, dressing and so forth have to be personally
supervised by the commanders of the horse and foot. The
enemy, however, 1200 yards off across the plain, is engaged in
a similar and equally lengthy process, so the operation*can be
completed at leisure.
At long last all is ready, and one by one the guns open on
the dark lines of the enemy, firing steadily and regularly at the
rate of one round every four to five minutes. To me dull boom
of the pieces is added the intermittent rattle of musketry-fire
from the " forlorn ", then suddenly there rings out a deep
fierce shout from thousands of throats, and the whole battle-
line of the New Model sways and begins to roll steadily and
resolutely forward, muskets at the ready, pikes levelled, swords
and pistols drawn. So it goes until within 150 to 100 yards of
the motionless array of the enemy. Then in a moment that
array comes to life. Cavalry dart forward from its wings;
clouds of smoke veil the lines of its infantry and there breaks
out the thunder of a fierce volley. The New Model infantry
halt for a moment, not because of the enemy's fire but in order
to deliver its own. Its six-deep array has, by a process known
as doubling the ranks, now become three deep, the front rank
men drop to their knees, the second stoop, the rear stand
upright; the muskets are levelled—one shattering volley and
then another—then down cojne the pikes, and with a run and a
cheer the foot close with the enemy hand to hand.

